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We consider discreate time Markov decsion procaes (MDP) with finite state space, finite
action space and two kinds of imm\’eiate rewards. The problem is to maximize time average
reward generat\’e by on reward stream. subject to that the other reward is not smaller than
a prescrib\’e value. The problem is analyz\’e in the range of pure stationary policies. MDP
with one optimality criterion and no constraint can be silv\’e by usual policy improvement
method. MDP with one reward constraint can be solv\’e by linear programming, in the
range of mix\’e policies. On the other hand, however, when we restrict the policies to pure
polices the problem is some conbinatrial problem, for which any solving method has not been
discover\’e. In this paper, we propose an approach applying Genetic Algorithm in order to
carry on a search process effectively and to obtain a near optimal pure stationary policy. A
numerical example is given to exmine the effeciency of the approach propos\’e here.
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